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Hippocampus (HC) is key to integrating sensory modalities to form a unified 
episodic representation of the animal’s experience (e.g. at a given location)

Both navigation by habits and deliberative planning have to rely on such 
representations, and have complementary strengths and limitations

The same cortical – subcortical system is hypothesized to underlie inference 
of the current state and planning by imagining potential future scenarios

- How can the HC and connected regions serve all these functions?
- Can they help switching to the best navigation strategy as

       environmental circumstances change?

Introduction

A model for reward-seeking navigation
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Regions probabilistically represent
● sensory variables, 
● animal’s location and 
● expected reward and utility

Component regions
● Visual cortex (VC): visual 

features of visited location 
(path or wall to each direction)

● Grid system (GS): animal’s  x-y 
position by 2D sheet of units, 
driven by noisy motor feedback (path integrator, PI)

● HC: encodes current location, feeds back to GS to correct PI error
● PFC: controls planning (model-based navigation)
● Striatum: immediate reward (vS) and state – action utilities / habits (dlS)

Connectivities represent the locations’ sensory and reward contingencies
● VC → HC & GS → HC, updated by Oja’s rule
● HC → vS, updated by the delta rule, dlS habits updated by the TD-λ rule

Model-free and model-based navigation
● Habitual action selection (HAS): samples from actions based on their 

expected utility in current location: HC → dlS → action

● Imagination-based planning (IBP): simulates outcomes of possible sampled 
trajectories based on internal model of environment, selects best trajectory

HC → VC → PFC → u
sim

 → GS → HC → vS   [n steps over m samples]

Location recognition during random navigation

● HC location representation can support both internal simulation-based (IBP) 
and habitual (HAS) navigation strategies

● Model-based IBP deals better with less-learned and dynamic environments

● Model-free HAS is more efficient in well-learned and stationary environments

● Optimal navigation strategy would switch between model-based and model 
free strategies depending on the circumstances

● Switch can be triggered by surprise: deviation from expected environmental 
contingencies (sensory change detected in HC and reward change in vS)

SummaryInternal generative model corrects sensory noisy (via HC → GS feedback)

HC integrates noisy, but complementary sensory evidence from GS and VC

Learned, stationary environment

● HAS performs optimally
● IBP is suboptimal due to

- sampling can miss goal
- planning by internal 

simulation is noisy

Learned environment but revalued locations

Shortcuts and obstacles added to learned environment

Task: get to food 
from random 
location
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turned
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Task: get to water
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Results 
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● HAS fails to find new reward
● IBP correctly updates reward 

expectation (vS) and habits (dlS)

Task: get to food

Updating locations, 
rewards and 
habits

Results
after
IBP

● IBP is able to utilize and learn 
shortcuts quicker than HAS

Reward seeking by habits versus planning

A model for reward-seeking navigation


